IMPACT: Research - Cancer

Herbert Engelhard
IMPACT: Research - Cancer

Seungpyo Hong
IMPACT: Research - Cancer

Sherry Emery
IMPACT: Research – Women’s Health
IMPACT: Research - Aging

David Featherstone

Janet Richmond
IMPACT: Research – Injuries

Mark Grabiner
IMPACT: Research - Environment

The Chicago River

Students Lezah Brown and Yael Kiken
IMPACT: Research - Environment

Neil Sturchio
IMPACT: Restructuring for our Future
IMPACT: Distinguished Faculty

Anne George
IMPACT: Distinguished Faculty

Sean Lally
IMPACT: Distinguished Faculty

Yasen Peyankov
IMPACT: Distinguished Faculty

Michael J. Anderson
Looking for new friends?
Computer science students create app for that

Alberto Tretti (left) and Andrea Vaccari
IMPACT: Student Excellence

Helping African American students find formula for success

Maisie Gholson
IMPACT: Student Excellence

Academic achievement, leadership and community involvement.

Min joung Go
IMPACT: Student Excellence

Our future Entrepreneurs

Areli Castañeada Benjamin Preyss and Himanshu Sharma
IMPACT: International

UIC Study Abroad Program Featured on Capitol Hill
IMPACT: Alumni Excellence

Lucas Neff FOX “RAISING HOPE”

Janina Gavankar, HBO “TRUE BLOOD”
IMPACT: Alumni Excellence

Olga Camargo, Senior Vice President at Mesirow Financial
IMPACT: Transforming Spaces
Cyber Commons
IMPACT: Transforming Spaces

Room 138, Science and Engineering South
IMPACT: SUSTAINABILITY
IMPACT: Dignitaries visit UIC

‘Separate but equal’ separate, never equal

Richard Tapia
IMPACT: DIGNITARIES VISIT UIC

Cardinal Francis George with LAS interim dean Astrida Tantillo
IMPACT: DIGNITARIES VISIT UIC
IMPACT: DIGNITARIES VISIT UIC

Senator Richard Durbin and Illinois Secretary of State Jesse White
IMPACT: UPCOMING EVENTS
Celebrating 30 years UIC